
Brett Cramer
Director & Video Editor

Seasoned director with over 10 years of experience in commercials, narrative films, documentaries, and
interactive marketing –– managing everything from large commercial sets to microbudget crews. Highly
skilled at editing, cinematography, and color correction. References available upon request.

bcramer88@gmail.com

(703) 728 - 9649

Los Angeles, CA, USA

www.brettcramer.com

linkedin.com/in/brettc88

SKILLS

Directing Editing

Cinematography

Camera Operating

Color Correction

Audio Mixing

Adobe Premiere, After
Effects, Photoshop

Final Cut Pro AVID

Camera Formats, Lenses,
and Sensor Sizes

Acquisition Formats and
Delivery Specs

Post-Production
Supervision

Media Management

Production Scheduling

SELECTED WORK EXPERIENCE

03/2017 – Present

Associate Creative Director of Video + Lead Video Editor
Fuse Interactive

Greater Los Angeles Area
Boutique advertising agency focusing on video production, web design, and marketing strategy for global clients

Provide creative direction for Kawasaki's national broadcast TV commercials and all other video
projects –– including full commercial ad spots, website promos, and social media assets.

Direct crew on set to capture all video content in most creatively effective and logistically efficient
way: camera placement, shot composition, blocking talent, lensing, etc.

Coordinate closely with producers in pre-production to scout locations, create shotlists, assist with
production schedule, recommend camera equipment, and ensure creative needs are fully aligned
with budgetary parameters.

Supervise video editors and motion graphics designers on multiple projects throughout various
stages of post-production: editing, compositing, color correction, audio mix, and final delivery.

Communicate with client to ensure creative needs for every video project are in sync with legal
guidelines, specific product requirements, and global market strategy.

Lead editor on all of Kawasaki's broadcast TV commercials, sales spots, and social media assets.

06/2010 – 02/2017

Senior Video Editor
Sabertooth Interactive & Fulcrum Labs

Greater Los Angeles Area
Production companies for interactive entertainment marketing and online learning

Edited commercials, reels, and interactive promotional pieces for multiple platforms. Clients
included 20th Century Fox, U.S. Marines, CBS, HBO, Infiniti, and Nissan.

Edited hundreds of videos for accredited online college courses, airline pilot training, and
standardized test preparation.

Supervised editors and post-production process to ensure quality and consistency across all video
content.

01/2010 – Present

Director / Editor / Owner
Orange Line Films

Greater Los Angeles Area
Self-owned production company for narrative film and documentaries

Director, producer, and editor of multiple independent short films and documentaries.

Lead editor on feature-length documentary directed by Michael Watkins, A.S.C. Focused on the
stories of Vietnam War photojournalists, with narration by Oscar-winning actor Forest Whitaker.

Previous projects include three self-financed shorts that played at film festivals across the country,
including the Austin Film Festival.

EDUCATION

B.A., Film Directing and Digital Post-Production
Emerson College –– Boston, MA

Responsibilities:

Responsibilities:

Responsibilities:
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